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Abstract. One of the main PKI problems is currently the lack of interoperability at international level, which is greatly dependent on the automation of the
cross-certification procedure using Certificate Policies (CP). This paper addresses the above-mentioned need by presenting an XML-based tool for the
automated development and comparison of CPs, with main emphasis on healthcare environments. The CP tool is developed in JAVA and is characterized as
flexible, standards-based and extendable, since all data representation is in
XML. The implementation follows a prototype CP content standardization for
healthcare using RFC2527 Standard, whereas the CP comparison algorithm is
based on a multi-criteria decision support system. The final aim of the CP tool
is to serve as a baseline for an on-line automated cross-certification service,
thus enhancing PKI co-operation and interconnection for several business sectors.
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Introduction

Over the last years, Public Key Infrastructures (PKI) based on Trusted Third Parties
(TTPs) [10, 16] have been qualified as an appropriate framework for the provision of
cryptographic security services (like data encryption, digital signature, time-stamping,
etc) in several business sectors. These services are essential for the data confidentiality, integrity, availability and non-repudiation, which form the basic requirements for
reliable electronic transactions [11].
Despite the broad PKI acceptance and deployment, there are currently open issues
(technical and organizational) with regard to PKI interconnection and interoperability, especially at European and international level. A major PKI service for achieving
interoperability is cross-certification, which is based on the mutual (one to one) acceptance and certification of Certificate Authorities (CAs), independently of their
position in the PKI hierarchy [6, 12].
However, there are still several problems in the technical implementation of crosscertification, mainly because of the inadequate standardization of the Certificate Policies (CP), which form the basic comparison criteria for the mutual acceptance of
CAs. A CP is actually a document describing the certificates’ profile and the architec-
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tural structure of the underlying TTP and, thus, can be used as the main tool for compatibility assessment between different PKIs [5, 9].
Although the CP structure is defined in some of the existing standards [1, 5, 15],
there is a significant gap in the systemized development and assessment of CPs both
in general terms, as well as per specific business sector. This makes the automated
CP comparative analysis a difficult task and obstructs the automation of the overall
cross-certification procedure. This fact has serious impacts on the secure cooperation, information exchange and knowledge sharing in all business sectors and is
even more increased due to the lack of the necessary legal/regulatory harmonization
of the PKI operations at cross-national level [4, 8].
The current paper, addresses the above-mentioned problems, by presenting a tool
for the systemization and automation of the CPs comparison in different PKIs. As an
application domain for the work performed, we chose the healthcare sector, mainly
due to its specific demands for attributes identification and roles’ definition, as well
as the multiple and different actors involved in the information exchange process.
However, the results can easily be applied to several other domains, like e-commence
and e-government, as long as a relevant CP content standardization procedure, as the
one described in this paper, is followed.
The CP tool is based on a three-step development approach, including CP content
standardization, decision support algorithms for CPs comparison, as well as XML
representation formats [3]. The tool’s development is in JAVA, using XML for data
representation. Digital signature and encryption mechanisms are also embedded in the
tool’s functionality, in order to assure the confidentiality and integrity of CP private
information.
The ultimate objective of the paper is to serve as a baseline for an on-line automated cross-certification service, thus enhancing PKI co-operation and interconnection for several business sectors.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the methodology used for
the development of the CP tool, whereas Section 3 describes its main use cases and
functions. Section 4 presents the application design and S/W packages. Section 5
provides an overview of the main results, evaluates the work performed from a technical and business perspective, and draws the conclusions, as well as the open issues
for further research.

2

Methodology for XML-Based Comparison of CPs

This Section describes the methodology for the CPs comparison, which was developed and implemented via the presented CP tool. As mentioned in the previous Section, the application domain for the work performed was healthcare, but the results
can be extended in several other sectors as well.
More specifically, the basic methodological steps used for the CP tool development were the following [3]:
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2.1

Step 1- CP Content Standardization

Following the RFC2527 structure [5], a list of possible content values (or content
options) for each CP paragraph was defined. A distinction was made between general
content values, which can be found in all CPs (independently of business sector) and
healthcare specific content values, arising from dedicated requirements of the healthcare arena (since this was our specific application domain). These values can be used
for a standardized development and assessment of CPs via decision support algorithms and XML, as mentioned in the next step.
2.2 Step 2 – Prototype CP Comparison Method
A specific method for CP comparison was developed, which lies on the mathematical
area of multi-criteria decision-making algorithms with scoring techniques [3]. Following this method, the main criteria for the compatibility of two CPs are the:
• Weights (wi), assigned to each CP paragraph, indicating the paragraph’s importance within the overall CP.
• Scorings (si), given to all possible values of each paragraph according to the CP
content standardization described in step 1.
In this way, the final result of the CPs assessment is extracted as a weighted average
of all CP paragraphs scorings.
This prototype method turns the overall complex CP comparison to a simple addition of integers, which can be implemented in a structured S/W application. An important element is that the comparison criteria (weights and scorings) are set by the
comparing organization according to its specific certification strategy. This fact
makes the method very flexible and extendable to different needs and requirements,
like for example, need for role based certificates extensions in healthcare.
2.3

Step 3 – XML Representation of CPs

Following the above-mentioned CP content standardization and comparison method,
two different XML document types were defined [3]:
Extended CP: This is an XML document, including all CP paragraphs, the
weights and existing values (options) per paragraph, as well as the scorings for all
paragraphs’ values. In other words, this document is actually defining the organization’s certificate profile and is setting the criteria (weights, scorings), against which
other organizations can be compared and evaluated. Following its definition, the
Extended CP should be considered as a private document, which can be used internally within the organization for the compatibility assessment of external CPs .
Basic CP: This is an XML document, including all CP paragraphs with the values
(options) selected as their content. Therefore, the Basic CP is the organization’s “public” Certificate Policy as defined by RFC2527 (without the weights and scorings),
which can be sent, for comparison, to external organizations. The Basic CP can be
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extracted from the Extended CP if for each CP paragraph the weights are excluded
and only the highest scorings are kept.
2.4

Step 4 – Automated CP Comparison

Following the three above methodological steps, Fig. 1 presents the XML-based CP
comparison process, which was defined.
D e fin itio n o f C P s to
b e c o m p a re d

B a s ic C P B

D e fin itio n o f
c o m p a ris o n p ro b le m

E x te n d e d C P A

D e fin itio n o f c o m p a ris o n c rite ria
(w e ig h ts , s c o rin g s fo r C P A )
C P c o m p a ris o n b a s e d o n
w e ig h ts a n d s c o rin g s
D e c is io n o n th e
c o m p a tib ility o f B
to w a rd s A

Fig. 1. Flow chart for XML-based CP comparison

As shown in the Figure, given two organizations A and B (with Certificate Policies
CPA, CPB respectively), the compatibility of B against A is assessed by evaluating the
Basic CPB against the Extended CPA. The assessment is based on the criteria
(weights, scorings) set by the comparing organization A, which are included in the
Extended CPA. When assessing A against B, the reverse procedure should be used,
i.e. evaluation of the Basic CPA against the Extended CPB.
The overall methodology for XML-based CP comparison described in the Section, was implemented via the prototype CP tool, which, in this way, enables systemized CP development and automates the overall PKI cross-certification process.

3

CP Tool Use Cases and Functionality

This Section describes the main use cases and functionality of the CP tool, which
implements the flow chart of Fig. 1 and automates the development and comparison
of CPs. The CP tool was developed in JAVA, using XML as the only representation
means of the (healthcare) CPs and their content. In this way, all the application’s data
are dynamically created from XML document formats, thus making the tool completely independent of the CP content standardization and enabling its further extension for different business sectors (besides healthcare).
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As shown in the UML Use Case diagram of Fig. 2, the basic CP tool functions include:
• Development of a new Extended CP.
• Modification/View of an existing Extended CP.
• Extraction of Basic CP (in order to send it for comparison to other organizations).
• Comparison of different CPs.

N ew Extended CP creation

Cryptographic
tokens

M odification – com pletion of existing
CP
H ard disk

U ser

CP view (w ithout m odification)

Extended CP in
XML
Extraction of Basic CP for com parison
CP A pplication

C P comparison – com patibility assessm ent

Basic CP in
XML

Fig. 2. Use cases of the CP application

It should be noted that the Extended CP, being private organizational information,
must always be digitally signed and encrypted. This is the role of the “cryptographic
tokens” actor in Fig. 2.
The next two paragraphs describe in more detail the CP development and comparison use cases of the CP tool.
3.1

Development of a New Extended CP

The development of a new Extended CP is divided in two parts: a) development of
the CP document in XML, b) document evaluation, digital signature – encryption and
storage on disk. The next two Figures present the UML sequence diagrams for the
above processes.
As shown in Fig. 3, when the CP development process is initiated, a new XML
document is created using the Extended CP format, as described in Section 2. After
the CP title definition, the tool presents the overall CP structure to the user following
RFC2527. Each time the user selects a specific CP paragraph, the CP tool automati-
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cally asks for the definition of this paragraph’s weight. After the weight has been
defined, the CP tool automatically presents all possible values (options), which can be
used as content for the specific paragraph. The user must score all the values, in order
to complete the session.

User

Butt on for CP
cre ation.

CP tool - User interface

CP tool - core

CP t ool - XML
mechanisms

Butt on for CP
storage

Extended CP in
XML

Ca ll for new CP creat ion
Internal message for the creation of new CP
Message for initiation of new Extended CP
Call for retrieval of XML form for Extended CP

XM L form for Extend ed CP
Initiation of internal XML file for Extended CP
Message for the initiatio n completion
Request for CP title
CP title
CP title
CP title insertion in the XML file
Message for the CP structure presentation
CP st ructure following RFC2527

Selection of CP paragraph

Request for t he weig ht definit ion for the s elected paragrap h

Parag raph weight

Paragraph weig ht

Insertion of paragraph weight in the XML document
Requ est for scoring of all paragraph's values

Scoring of paragraph's values
Scrorings of paragraph's values
Insert ion of s coring in t he XML file

The procedure of paragraph selection, weight assignment and scoring is repeated
for all CP paragraphs.

Fig. 3. UML sequence diagram for the development of a new CP
The above procedure is repeated for all the paragraphs of the CP and when it is
completed, the CP tool automatically evaluates the completeness of the new created
Extended CP document and initiates the digital signature and encryption process as
shown in Fig. 4.
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User

CP tool - Core

CP t ool - XM L
mechanisms

CP tool - cryptographic
mechanisms

Butt on for CP
storage

Crypt ographic
tokens

Hard disk

Extended CP in
XML

Call for CP st ora ge on dis k
Call for CP completeness evaluation
CP completeness evaluation

In case t he CP is not complete,
relevant mesages are presen ted
to the user

Message for CP completeness
Creation of internal XML file

Mes sage for CP completeness

Message for encryption

Request for public key for encryption

Rertieval of public key for encyption
Public key for encryption
Encryption process in internal XML file
Message for the completion of the encryption process
If the encryption is not succesful,
the file storage process is stopped.
Message for digital signature

Request for user's private key

Retrieval of user's private key
Private key for digital signature
Digtial s ignature process in the internal XML file
Message for the completion of digital signature process

Request for file name for document storage

If the digital signature is not succesfully
created, the file storage process is
stopped.

File name
Call for the storage of the new Extended CP on disk
Final creation of the new Extended CP file on disk

Fig. 4. UML sequence diagram for the digital signature, encryption, evaluation and storage of a
new CP

In the above Figure, the CP security mechanisms are performed at the XML level,
with the W3C XML Digital Signature and Encryption Standards [7][17]. The algorithms used are RSA-SHA1 for Digital signature and RSA, Triple DES CBC for
Encryption. In each case, the user must have at his/her possession the relevant cryptographic keys, which are available either on local keystores or on smart cards.
Automated CP Comparison.
The automated CP comparison is executed via the CP tool in two phases: a) Insertion
of comparing organization’s Extended CP and validation of the embedded cryptographic information (digital signature, decryption), b) Insertion of the external organization’s Basic CP and comparison.
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The second phase of the automated CP comparison is depicted in the UML sequence
diagram of Fig. 5. As shown in the Figure, the Basic CP, which is under evaluation, is
first inserted and then the comparison process starts using the methodology of Section
2. More specifically, the Basic CP is assessed against the Extended CP of the comparing organization, using criteria (weights, scorings) of the latter. When the assessment
is completed, the CP tool presents the overall compatibility percentage of the CPs.
The user is also able to see the assessment results per CP paragraph, by selecting
specific paragraphs in the RFC2527 CP tree.

User

CP tool - User
interface

CP to ol - core

CP t ool - XM L
mechanisms

Basic CP in XML

Hard disk

Extended CP in
XM L

The insertion of the
Extended CP file has already
been completed.
Request for the name of the external Basic CP

Insertion of file name
Request for retrieval of Basic CP file from disk
File call
Retrieval of Basic CP file from disk

Creation for n ew XML d ocument for Bas ic CP
Bas ic CP elements sent for co mp arison

Extended CP elements sent for comparison
Comparison for the two CPs

Call for the presentation of CP comparison results

Presentation of overall compatibility percentage with external CP

CP presentation based on RFC2527

Paragraph selection
Call for compatibility percentage in the specific paragraph

Compatibility percentage for the specific paragraph

Presentation of compatibility percentage and values of the two CPs in the specific paragraph
The procedure for paragraph selection and presentation of compaibility results is
repeated for all CP paragraphs, following RFC2527.

Fig. 5. UML sequence diagram for the automated comparison of two CPs
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4

CP Tool Development and Implementation

With regard to the application structure, the main modules of the CP tool are shown
in Fig. 6.
Graphical User
Interface

Cryptography Module

XML module
PolicyAppl
compareCPs()

Core of application,
interconnecting the
different modules

Fig. 6. Package diagram of the CP tool

The XML module is based on the Borland XML JAVA library [2], which enables
the automated mapping between XML elements and JAVA objects, following the
XML DTDs for Extended CP.
The Cryptography Module is implemented via the IBM XSS4J library using the
SUN and IAIK Cryptographic Providers [13][14]. The next Figure shows the class
diagram for this module.
XMLDsigMethods
s ign XM L()
v erify SigXM L()

XMLEncryptMet hods
encryptXML()
decryptXML()

Fig. 7. Class diagram for the CP tool cryptographic module

The user interface module is designed using the Jbuilder 5 JAVA libraries (JDK
1.3) [2]. Last, the application’s core (PolicyAppl) is responsible for connecting all the
other packages and implementing basic functions, like the decision-making algorithm
for CPs comparison.
he above-described CP tool simplifies the development and comparison of CPs,
enabling in this way the automation of the overall cross-certification service.
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Conclusions and Further Research

The paper presents a tool for the automated development and comparison of Certificate Policies, aiming at the automation of the overall cross-certification procedure in
different PKIs. Although healthcare was chosen as an application domain, the tool
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can be used for automated CP comparison in several other domains, like e-commerce
and e-government.
The CP tool is developed in JAVA using open technologies, whereas its design
follows a certain methodology for CP compatibility assessment, addressing all the
required intermediate steps for such an action (standardization, systemization, development and implementation).
In this respect, the main technical innovations of the work performed concern:
A) The methodology used for the CP development, which includes:
• CP content standardization, defining specific lists of values (options) per paragraph of the RFC 2527 Standard.
• The prototype CP comparison method, based on the dynamic assignment of
weights and scorings for each CP paragraph.
• The XML formats for Extended and Basic Certificate Policies, which enable
embedding of all the comparison criteria within the (XML) document of the CP.
B) The CP tool application itself, which aims at automating the cross-certification
process. The technical particularities of the above application lie on the flexible, standards based, secure, open and extendable implementation via XML.
The above elements provide a possible solution on the automation of the CP comparison procedure that is currently the main barrier in the establishment of an automated cross-certification service at international level. Therefore, the basic business
oriented benefits of the work described include:
• An extendable “model” for the development of Certificates Policies, based on
specific and often dedicated needs and requirements in sectoral PKIs.
• A framework for comparison and compatibility assessment of different PKIs,
following commonly accepted practices and standards.
• A basis for the implementation of a new service for automated cross-certification
of TTPs for several sectors, like healthcare, e-government and e-commerce.
These results can greatly enhance the current paper-based and complex crosscertification procedure, simplifying the overall PKI interoperability and co-operation
at international level.
Relevant open research fields that can be examined in the future include: embedding of functionality for the development of Certification Practice Statements (CPS),
integration with broader Security Policy mechanisms (Vulnerability assessment, Risk
assessment), as well as the provision of on-line cross-certification services (based on
specified architectures).
It should be noted though, that besides the above-described technical dimension,
there are still open issues at the PKI legal/regulatory level which need to be resolved,
in order to provide a real interoperable and mutually accepted cross-certification
service. In such an attempt, the involvement of international authorities and standards-development organizations is required, which can assure a broader acceptance
of the results.
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